Policy Statement

CECONY Construction Representatives (CR) and Chief Construction Inspectors (CCI) are responsible to ensure that work performed by a telecom customer or their contractor is performed in accordance with applicable specifications and quality checked to protect CECONY facilities. The CR and CCI are CECONY employees with a primary duty to protect the interests of the Company.

The duties of the CR and CCI include the following:

- Assure all environmental, health and safety rules are adhered to by telecom contractors
- Assure that all contractors entering Company facilities have completed required training
- Perform quality assurance inspections
- Document final position of all installed duct and verify the position of emergency duct
- Manage the construction of all new telecom facilities
- Track and control all associated construction costs
- Review contractor billing for appropriate charges
- Assure all contractors adhere to appropriate government regulations and follow all construction standards
- Assure that structures are always left in a manner that allows company forces unencumbered access to our facilities

The number of CR’s and CCI’s assigned to a project is based on historical information and can vary due to field conditions and other circumstances. A guideline is one CR for two crews and one CCI for five CR’s.

While the CR and CCI have access to numerous categories of telecom access related information such as duct availability and the location of obstructions, it is not their responsibility to collect or provide such information to telecom customers or their contractors.